Abstract-Based on the analysis the disadvantage of present research in optimization of Design Structure Matrix (DSM), the paper proposes a new algorithm of optimizing the design structure matrix, which sets up the objective optimization function, designs the way of coding, crossover, mutation based on genetic algorithm. In addition, the paper constructs DSM of the design process of a spacecraft, and uses the new algorithm for optimizing the DSM. The optimization result reveals that the new optimization algorithm has advantage in objective function, efficiency in finding best result.
INTRODUCTION
Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is firstly proposed by Steward in 1981 as Matrix-based information flow analysis frame [1] . DSM is used to analyze and optimize the design process of a product. It can effectively reduce design information feedback, can speeding up design cycle, and finally enhances product quality .Due to the importance of DSM in information flow analysis and product design and development, many experts make a lot of works on DSM research.
Eppinger [2] and Smith [3] propose a kind of design model based on DSM, and make optimizing for the operation sequence of design mission. However, the dimension of DSM in their optimization works is less than 6. Carrascosa [4] use DSM to estimate the development time of a product and compare different product development sequence, but the research is still limited to low dimension DSM. optimization. Robert [5] introduces work transfer matrix based on DSM that can find out the design activity which has the greatest impact on design process. Meanwhile, the model is still failed to use in optimizing high dimension DSM. Altus [6] proposes a method to deal with the sequence optimization and subsystem decomposing problem. Xu [7] proposes the steps of constructing DSM and the method of integrating models, and uses genetic algorithm to cluster DSM. However, the optimization method has disadvantage in object function choosing and optimization performance. Altogether, DSM is widely used in many areas such as spacecraft product design, telecommunication, and auto industry, etc. [8] [9][10] [11] Based on the research in the past, the paper takes the genetic algorithm as optimization tool, and establish the optimization object function, design the selection, cross and mutation mechanism. Taking DSM of a spacecraft for example, optimization result shows that the optimization algorithm can 
B. Optimization Function
Comparing with other research [12] , the paper takes the fitness function of DSM as Eq.1.
N represents information feedback point.CN represents cross point. D represents information feedback distance 1, 2 (wn )
So Eq.1 can be showed as Eq. 
If wn smaller than wcn, the fitness function is more sensitive to cross point than information feedback point .That means optimization process should reducing the number of cross point seriously. If wcn smaller than wn, the fitness function is more sensitive to information feedback point than cross point. That means optimization process should reduce the number of information feedback point seriously. The information feedback point and cross point can be explained as Figure I . 
C. Coding Mode
The optimization of DSM can be treated as ordering the sequence of design activities. Each sequence means a solution. The paper uses real number coding mode. Suppose the number of design activities is n. Then the design activities in DSM are marked from 1 to n before optimization. In the optimization process, the sequence of design activities can be change until reaching the best solution.
D. Selection Mechanism
According to the fitness function in Eq.1, the best solution means the minimum fitness .Meanwhile the best coding sequence is a few little different from the second best sequence. The new optimization algorithm adopts the excellence maintance strategy. In each generation, choosing the best 50 individuals to replace with the worst 50 individuals before cross and mutation operation.
E. Cross Mechanism
In the new algorithm, the generation satisfies the genetic coding condition, and each design activity is only appear once time in the coding. Choosing the truncation point stochastically, and taking the front part of one father gen as the front part of child gen in next generation. Meanwhile removing the child gen front number in the other father gen, and taking the new order number of the other father gen as the back part of child gen.
F. Mutation Mechanism
The mutation in DSM optimization algorithm means coding number changing stochastically. In the new algorithm, two number of gen are selected at random. And the two number exchange position in the gen. The mutation can be seen in Figure II . 
III. APPLICATION OF DSM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The design of a spacecraft includes 13 design activities. The DSM of the spacecraft is showed as Table II.   TABLE II. DSM OF A SPACECRAFT   In the Table II, A1 represents shape design; A2 represents control and dynamic subsystem design; A3 represents energy subsystem design; A4 represents information subsystem design; 4 -8 -5 -6 -7 -2 -1 -3 … n 4 -2 -5 -6 -7 -8 -1 -3 … n A5 represents mission program; A6 represents rendezvous and docking; A7 represents communication subsystem design; A8 represents on-orbit construction; A9 represents extravehicular activity; A10 represents structure subsystem design; A11 represents space environment; A12 represents environment defense; A13 represents payloads. Can be seen from Table II . The number of 1 in the bottom left corner of DSM is 9.The population number is 500.The cross gene is 0.9.The mutation gene is 0.05.The general generations are 1000, wn=0.5, wn=wcn. The optimization result is show in Table III.   TABLE III. OPTIMIZATION RESULT OF THE SPACECRAFT DSM   As Table III showed, The number of 1 in the bottom left corner of DSM is reduced to 4.Meanwhile the cross point and information feedback point in Table III is observably less than that in Table II . The optimization results shows that the new DSM optimization algorithm has excellent performance in optimizing DSM.
IV. SUMMARY
The paper proposes a new algorithm of optimizing the design structure matrix, which sets up the objective function, designs the way of coding, crossover, mutation based on genetic algorithm. In addition, the paper constructs DSM of the design process of a spacecraft, and uses the new algorithm for optimizing the DSM. The optimization result reveals that the new optimization algorithm has advantage in objective function, efficiency in finding best result. The research makes the base for further application in other product's DSM optimization.
